UPDATES
Nov-2020
After the turbulent presidency of Donald Trump which saw America isolate itself which consequently resulted in an economic
slow down as well as the waning of American influence as a global superpower. In light of this America has voted for liberal
democratic outsider Mr Kennedy III who has promised to rebuild diplomatic relations and re-establishing the United States of
America as yet again a global leader.
Dec- 2020
Rahul Castro after finding himself unfit to carry on as president due to health concerns appoints in a shock move his daughter
Mariela Castro to succeed him. Mariela Castro, quite the liberalist, uses this opportunity to privatise many of the still remaining
state owned enterprise, further utilising BREXIT to engage in a backroom deal to lease oil rights of newly found oil fields
srounding Cuba to BP.
March- 2021
Mariela Castro falls ill and some of the establishment in an aims to prevent instability and ensure continuity rush and a point
political unknown son of Fidel Castro, Alejandro Castro.
America in an atempt to build new diplomatic and political relations reaches out to Cuba with an Exclusive Economic
Agreement, stating expecially that American firms will have frist rights to the privatisation of State owned industries including
the newly found oil fields. Aparanetly oblivious to the backroom dealings with the UK the Cuban president agrees.
April- 2021
This lead to the UK proclaiming it's disgust at the manner in which the USA and Cuba have gone about this treacherous
agreement. Has now further gone and deployed it's fleet into these waters to protect BP assets as a reaffirmation of the lease
agreement.
This has now lead to a situation similar to that of the Suez Crisis. With tensions on all sides reaching a climax
May-2021
Alejandro Castro is assassinated.
Instability heightens as now the old establishment regain control in the form of an interim government. They have abandoned
both agreements and called for the nationalisation of these newly privatised industries.
The Cuban people who've at resent begun a shit towards liberalism outraged have begun to protest. With small factions taking
up arms against the establishment and the establishment controlled army.
June- 2021
There are unconfirmed reports of USA funding, training and arming these rebel forces.
The Cuban government has now engaged in a status of force agreement with Russia to assist in the protection of Cuban intrest
against these rebel factions.

The UK still with its fleet in the area has not stated an action but has claimed that it understands the issues of a forgein entity
domination domestic politics but will do what is necessary in order to protect British interests.
July-2021
The break out of a Cuban Civil war

